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Course teacher - English Group

Mitri Kitti

▶ Lecturer in the Economics Department, Aalto BIZ.

▶ E-mail: mitri.kitti@aalto.fi

▶ http://mitrikitti.fi

▶ Languages: English, Finnish

▶ Research area: Microeconomics, Game theory, Experimental
economics

▶ Teaching: Mathematics, Macroeconomics

▶ Office: X311, 3rd floor in BIZ.
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Course teacher - Finnish Group

Tanja Saxell

▶ Postdoc in the Economics
Department, Aalto BIZ.

▶ E-mail: tanja.saxell@aalto.fi

▶ https://sites.google.com/

site/tsaxell/

▶ Languages: Finnish, English

▶ Research area: Industrial
Organization, Health
Economics

▶ Office: Y314, 3rd floor in BIZ.
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Course pages in Mycourses

The English page will be used for both groups: Link to English course page
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https://mycourses.aalto.fi/course/view.php?id=38604


Agenda for today

▶ Seminar practices

▶ Expectations for a Bachelor’s thesis

▶ Choosing the topic

▶ Research plan

▶ Writing

▶ Presenting and acting as an opponent

▶ Course and thesis assessment and grading

▶ AI policy
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Timeline for course and work on the thesis

1. Choosing a topic (22.1) and finding literature (meeting 18.1.).

2. Presenting your research plan
This is done in a classroom presentation (1.2.)
Feedback at this stage can help you focus and narrow down you
research focus, find relevant literature, and more.

3. Independent work on and writing of the thesis

4. optional classroom meeting in March for Q&A about writing and
final draft presentation

5. Presenting a final draft This is done in a classroom presentation
either 11.4. or 12.4. You will need to submit your draft online a few
days before the presentation so that opponents and readers can read
it. Each student will be the opponent on one other thesis draft and
an additional reader on two other thesis drafts. The opponent also
talks during the seminar.

6. Submission of the thesis 29.4. This is a hard deadline!
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Guide on BSc thesis writing in Economics

A PDF guide for the work with the thesis has been added to the
Mycourses course page in the section Materials. The guide has been
developed by the seminar teachers of this class over the past years. It
includes concrete instructions for every step of the writing process, with
details on recommended outline and citing and referencing practices, as
well as short notes on the classroom presentations.
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Expectations

▶ A Bachelor’s thesis is not a research project.

▶ Rather, a survey into a topic of interest.

▶ Often the thesis = a literature survey.

▶ Theoretical framework often valuable.

▶ Could contain an empirical part (with data), but this is not
necessary.

Remember: this is a thesis in the field of Economics.
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Choosing a topic

▶ Which topics and questions are you interested in, in general? Social,
financial, political, policy, science, psychology, medicine, sports ...
etc?

▶ Which sub-field of economics / which applications are you most
interested in?

▶ Search for ideas from your courses, text books, economics-related
news, surveys, . . .

▶ What literature is already available on the topic?

▶ Narrow vs. broad topic?

▶ Well studied vs. novel topic?

Some sources for inspiration for research topic: NBER working paper
series, voxeu.org, voxdev.org, the Economist (available via Aalto library)
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https://www.aalto.fi/en/learning-centre


Finding literature

▶ References in text books

▶ Review articles/survey articles

▶ Influential journal articles

▶ Citing patterns by google scholar

▶ A separate meeting on finding literature will be held on January 18
and will include:

▶ A practical part about searching for literature, e.g. using the
library’s sources

▶ A part more focused on finding and identifying literature in
economics.
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Research plan and presentation

The research plan should be submitted as a two page document, and
presented orally to the group at a classroom meeting on 1.2. You should
be able to motivate and explain succinctly your:

▶ Topic

▶ Research question

▶ Approach (method of analysis)

▶ At least some relevant literature

Each group (English/Finnish) submits their research plans on their own
groups’ webpage under Research plan/Kirjallinen tutkimussuunnitelma.
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Writing of the thesis

Pay attention to:

▶ Structure

▶ Rigorous argumentation

▶ Scientific style

▶ Definition of key concepts

▶ Appropriate citing practice

▶ Can an outsider follow your arguments?

▶ Language
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Use of AI in text production

▶ Link to ”guidance for the use of Artificial intelligence in
teaching and learning at Aalto university”

▶ The use of language models is not allowed in maturity test!

▶ The student is always responsible for the content of their
submitted work

▶ If you use a language model to produce the work you are
returning, you must report in writing which model (e.g.
ChatGPT, DeepL) you have used and in what way

▶ Note 1: writing a bachelor’s thesis is about practicing
scientific writing. Using AI generated text is something else,
and is therefore not recommended

▶ Note 2: TurnitIn has AI checker, and each work goes through
TurnitIn
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https://www.aalto.fi/en/services/guidance-for-the-use-of-artificial-intelligence-in-teaching-and-learning-at-aalto-university


Use of AI in text production

Note that entering any of the following into systems external to
Aalto is not allowed due to data privacy regulation/copyright
reasons.

▶ other students’ answers

▶ other people’s text (e.g. text or papers written by others than
yourself)

▶ anyone’s personal information

Using generative AI tools as a help when writing the thesis is
allowed, but do so with caution and be sure fact check the
information you gain from using such tools.
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Presenting in the seminar

Practising and demonstrating your ability to present ideas orally in front
of an audience is one of the learning goals of this course. The
presentations are also an opportunity for us to test how well you
understand your material. Your participation in the seminars also affect
the course grade.

Aalto University has created and collected resources to support students
with presenting in public.

▶ Tips on what to think about before and during a presentation:

Link to video in English Link to video in Finnish

▶ Tips and thoughts on anxiety and stage fright:

Link to video in English Link to video in Finnish

Some additional resources and links will be posted on Mycourses under
the Presentations section.
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https://aalto.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=c3d3d866-e502-40dd-8b6c-abc100bc98c3
https://aalto.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=578aa4d9-06b1-49fb-b81a-a98300d430cb
https://aalto.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=762af6db-4a42-4cc4-9092-abc100b7b0a2
https://aalto.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=9a7c4978-4084-4ed1-9b77-a98300d42434


Final draft presentation

In your presentation, make sure to:

▶ Explain why your topic is interesting and relevant.

▶ Focus on key points in your thesis and arguments.

▶ Explain what you do and why in a clear way: an outsider to your
particular topic should be able to understand.

▶ Explain properly your method of analysis/theoretical framework.

As an opponent:

▶ Be critical, but try to suggest ways to improve.

▶ Point out strengths as well as weaknesses.

▶ Be constructive: how can the draft be improved?
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Assessment and Grading

Criteria for assessment:

▶ Choice of topic and research question

▶ Choice and use of literature

▶ Analysis and interpretation (literature survey / theory / empirics)

▶ Writing (academic style, language, readability)

▶ Consistency and coherence of the thesis

▶ Clarity, consistency and preparedness during oral presentation.

You can see the Grading rubric on the mycourses page under Materials.

NOTE: The seminar grade is now part of the thesis grade. This has
changed recently - earlier, the thesis was graded separately and worth 8
credits while the seminar was worth 2 credits.
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Data Pilot

▶ Do you want to work with registry data?

▶ If yes, welcome to our data pilot!
▶ Who and what data?

▶ at this stage only people ready to work in Finnish are eligible
▶ the data is related to a traffic project, Link example of

output with the data
▶ your topic would be related to traffic economics, too
▶ 5 slots are currently available

▶ Expectations
▶ the thesis project is still about scientific writing
▶ you are not supposed to spend too much time on doing

empirical work

▶ Practicalities: more info to come
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